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Ukrainian ultra-light aircraft designer, the 
pilot and owner of Aeroprakt.  Aviation en-
thusiasts, particularly gliding lovers had 
the chance to meet Captain Jerzy Makula 
-7-times World Glider Acrobatics Cham-
pion. 
The exhibition was complemented with pho-
tographic exhibitions:  one of them featured 
Roman Peczka – a specialist in air-to-air 
photography who has professionally been 
associated with Przegląd  Lotniczy Magazi-
ne,   the other exhibition was the display of 
Sławek hesja Krajniewski’s works – a talen-
ted photographer and a true fan of  aviation 
photography. 

Paragliders, scale-models 
and RC 

The Targi Kielce’s expo-cluster includes the 
simultaneously-held events: the Paragiełda 
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– cut out for paragliders, moto-paragliding 
aficionados and the first edition of the Inter-
national Scale-Modelling Exhibition - Model 
KIT Expo. The event’s programme included 
the 6th Świętokrzyskie Scale-Models Festi-
val, the Champions’ Gallery and the Models 
Auction.  
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Lovers of sky-high travels are 
brought together on 13 and 14 
October in Targi Kielce for the 
Light Aviation Expo.  

The exhibition is the showcase for ultralight 
aircraft, gliders, helicopters and gyroplanes 
as well as the latest accessories for pilots 
and avionics.  
The exhibition, in addition to a wide range of 
specialist equipment will abound in nume-
rous exciting shows, trainings sessions and 
presentations.
2017’s exhibition showcased a whole ran-
ge of ultralight aircraft - Aeroprakt 22L, Pipi-
strelVirus SW, CTLS, gyroplanes - Xenon4, 
DTA Gyro, Magni Gyro, Cavalon,  helicop-
ters - Argo AK, Yo -Yo and Dynali H3, gliders 
- Junior and Puchacz.  There was also the 
history-focussed accent – the Kukułka ma-
nufactured in the 1970’s and made available 
for the exhibition by the Aviation Museum in 
Krakow.  

The Drones Zone 

The event also featured a dedicated dro-
nes zone. The AirVain — a special-purpo-
se drone, a signature development for blood 
transport was one of the expo  highlights. 
Technical universities used the expo as the 
showcase for their cutting-edge models of 
drones which had taken part in the interna-
tional competitions.  
The zone-agenda was complemented with 
the conference on legal regulations and 
new technologies for the unmanned aerial 
vehicles industry. 

Meetings with supreme pilots 

The Light Aviation Expo is much more than 
the exhibition - the trade show’s programme 
includes numerous accompanying events.  
The exhibition hosted Yuri Yakovlev, the 
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